Singal Driver Full Performance Monitoring Earphone

The EB6 features a single driver delivering full frequency performance. The EB6 has a chord over 4 feet long and the ear buds weigh 6g (less than 0.25 oz; excluding cable). The EB6 includes a durable plastic carrying case with three pairs of Silicon Sleeves (small, medium and large).

- Wideband Dyna Driver earphones reproduce the full frequency range with natural mids, full highs, and rich bass.
- They allow musicians to monitor their mix with full detail.
- Three different sized pairs of silicon sleeves are provided for best fit and sound isolation. (Small, Medium, and Large)
- Ergonomic mechanical structure ensures long time, low fatigue use.

Specifications

Freq. Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz  
Driver: Single balanced armature  
Impedance: 16Ω  
Sensitivity: (@ 1 kHz) 114 dB/mW  
Distortion: Less than 0.3%  
Connector: Gold plated 1/8" (3.5mm) phone, stereo  
Three Pairs of Silicon Sleeves (Small, Medium, and Large)  
Hard Case & Pouch  
Cord length: 59" (140cm) with 3.5mm stereo plug  
Net weight: 0.21 oz (6g) (excluding cable)